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About This Game

JOLT is a fast paced, racing party game. The game at its core is a competitive platformer that’s all about maintaining
momentum with skilful navigation. The players compete to be the last robot standing. Using a charged burst of speed called the

JOLT, and an array of different objects in the environment; your goal is to outperform or outright sabotage the other racers.
Eliminated players are down but not out through the use of the VOID, a random Sabotage Power-Up that allows players to

initiate revenge and change the outcome of the race!
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 JOLT – A charged burst of speed that can effect certain objects

 VOID – Sabotage Power-Ups from post-elimination

 Local Multiplayer racing, up to FOUR players

 Chaotic, fast paced rounds

 Skill and Timing based gameplay

 Multiple Tracks

 Multiple Game Modes

 Create your own Robot

The JOLT is a player's primary utility to winning the race. It has 3 stages of charge, each one taking longer to store but each
allowing you to shoot considerably further. If the player can time its use correctly; they can use it just before a curve to shoot up

a wall or JOLT through an obstacle. Many short cuts in the levels are JOLT dependant.

Once eliminated, a player has the opportunity to execute the VOID. After punching in the correct sequence, the VOID player is
gifted a random Power-Up to inflict mass-disruption to the existing racers.

The game features multiple Game Modes; Racer is the standard and most game modes are based off this, such as Light Mode
(where the level is dark and the leading player has a light attached to them).
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Too hard so i quit.. Am sorry that I but I can't thump up this ones cus of the bad settings and the fact
that you need to mess with it to make it run smoothly without the drop in the frame
rate and slow downs in some areas!
I tried all the fixes and it didn't work!......then after a windows update and somehow fixed
itself and run fantastically well....when I was about down with 50% of the game.
keeping it simple - If you sell a game that you know it will be buggy then I cant recommend it.. Old classic - I remember playing
this in high school. Anyway great game,

+ simple rules, complex tactical gameplay
+ big variety of possible decks
+ high difficulty campaign
+ decent graphics for such old game

- lacks "modern" UI features like multiple deck slots, keyboard bindings
- no way to speed up the fight
- cheating AI (bosses at the end of campaigns have insane amount of mana\/ether). Horrible game, poor story, glitchy
movements, not intuitive at all. Not one of the best HOG's I've played. I was left unsatisfied and wishing for my money back.
Try something more robust like NIghtmares of the Deep instead!. Great ♥♥♥♥ing game with friends. Pro tip from a trained
veteran: Kill everyone on sight to get an easy win.
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The best thing I can say about this game, is that its a complete asset flip of assets on the unity and unreal engine store, and its at
best, a lazy port of the ♥♥♥♥♥♥ mobile game. Do not buy. Play either Train Simulator, OpenBVE, or another train simulator
if you want real train simulation. Don't waste your money. Thankfully I got a refund.. Totally ridiculous waste of time. Don't
even play it if it's free and you are bored out of your mind. Being bored is better!. as an ex tank gunner i can say this is rubbish.
WOW this game soo cool..... finally i find my best game :3. Free what else do you want a cookie?. I bought the game, played it
and was totally creeped out. I also was unable to progress very far due to the limitations of my play area, but if you've got a
LARGE play area this might be a good one for you.
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